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We employ the Keldysh formalism in the quasiclassical approximation to study transport in a diffusive
superconductor. The resulting 434 transport equations describe the flow of charge and energy as well as the
corresponding flow of spin and spin energy. Spin-flip scattering due to magnetic impurities is included. We find
that the spin-flip length is renormalized in the superconducting case and propose an experimental system to
measure the spin accumulation in a superconductor.
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Manipulation of spin-polarized currents can be used to
study fundamental transport processes and might also pro-
vide new functionality in electronic devices. In ferromagnets
(F), the current is spin-polarized due to the spin-dependent
density of states and the spin-dependent scattering potentials.
In contrast, ins-wave superconductors(S), electrons with
spin up and spin down and opposite momentum form Cooper
pairs with no net spin. Nanoscale superconductors therefore
display strikingly different properties when driven out of
equilibrium by spin transport than by charge transport.

Most of the recent activities on the transport properties of
F/S junctions have studied effects caused by the physical
properties on the F side of the junction. The zero spin Cooper
pairs prevent spin-polarized electrons to flow into S. Conse-
quently, a spin-polarized current from F injected into S can
result in nonequilibrium spin accumulation near the F/S in-
terface. The competition between electron-hole correlations
and spin accumulation on the F side has recently attracted
considerable interest.1 Possible influence of the ferromag-
netic order parameter on the superconductor has received
less attention. Singlet pairing does not allow a spin accumu-
lation in the superconductor. Consequently, spin accumula-
tion can reduce the superconducting gap and change the
transport properties both for transport via quasiparticles and
for the supercurrent. Experimentally, spin transport in diffu-
sive S has recently been studied.2 Here, the reduced quasi-
particle penetration due to spin accumulation results in loss
of spin memory which can be measured as a decreased mag-
netoresistance.

Although the theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity
is widely used and developed, it has not been completely
generalized to study spin transport. In this paper we thus use
the Keldysh formalism and the quasiclassical
approximation3–5 to rigorously obtain a set of equations de-
scribing the transport of charge and energy in a diffusive
weak coupling S, as well as the transport of spin. This will
describe the penetration of spins into S and the associated
suppression of the superconducting order parameter. Our de-
scription of the transport properties will be based on a 4
34 matrix equation formalism to include spin accumulation
as well as electron-hole correlations. Spin-flip scattering
from magnetic impurities is included as the dominant spin
relaxation process inside the superconductor. We find that the
spin-flip length is renormalized in the BCS case, and propose

an experimental system to measure the properties resulting
from the superconducting correlations. Many, but not all, ex-
perimental systems involving spin transport in superconduct-
ors are in theelastic transport regime,6 which is considered
here. Complementary studies based on the Boltzmann equa-
tion for spin-transport by quasiparticles in theinelastictrans-
port regime have recently been published.7 Note that spin
injection is qualitatively different in these opposite transport
regimes due to the strong energy dependence of quasiparticle
flow in superconductors.7

Let us now outline the derivation of our main results. We
use natural units so that"=kB=1, and the electron charge is
e=−ueu. To describe the out-of-equilibrium electron-hole cor-
relations as well as spin accumulation, we define the Keldysh
Green’s function as

Ĝij
Ks1,2d = o

k

s− idsr̂3dikkfscs1ddk,sc†s2dd jg−l, s1d

wherec=fc↑ ,c↓ ,c↑
†,c↓

†gT is a four-vector andc† the corre-
sponding adjoint vector. The matrixr̂3 is the third Pauli ma-
trix generalized to 434 space,r̂3=diags1,1,−1,−1d. The
coordinates are 1=sr 1,t1d and 2=sr 2,t2d. Similarly, we de-

fine 434 retarded and advanced Green’s functions(ĜR, ĜA)
in spin- and particle-hole space. 434 matrices are denoted
by a “hat” superscript. A compact notation can be obtained
by construction of an 838 matrix in the Keldysh space(de-
noted by a “check” superscript).5

The quasiclassical Green’s function is defined by

ǧsR ,T,pF ,Ed= i /pedjpǦsR ,T,p ,Ed. This function is deter-
mined by the Eilenberger equation which in the mixed rep-
resentation for a stationary state can be written

FEr̂3 + i
p

m
· ̂ − ef1̂ − D̂ − š,ǧG

−
= 0, s2d

wherê= ¹ 1̂− ieAr̂3 is the gauge invariant derivative, 1ˆ is
the 434 unit matrix,f is the electromagnetic scalar poten-

tial, D̂ contains the superconducting gap, andš is the self-
energy due to elastic impurity scattering and spin-flip scat-
tering by magnetic impurities in quasiclassical
approximation. In the case of strong impurity scattering
(dirty limit ) transport is diffusive. Expansion of the quasi-
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classical Green’s function in spherical harmonics then gives
the Usadel equations. The symmetries and normalization of
the Green’s function allows for a parameterization of the
quasiclassical, retarded component:4

ĝs
R = S 1̄ coshsud i t̄2 sinhsudeix

i t̄2 sinhsude−ix − 1̄ coshsud
D , s3d

where 1̄is the 232 unit matrix, t̄2 is the second Pauli ma-
trix, and u and x are position and energy dependent func-
tions. We assume colinear magnetizations along thez axis
ands-wave singlet superconducting state. We choose a gauge
where the superconducting order parameterD is real and
positive, and then the supercurrent is contained in the elec-
tromagnetic vector potentialA and the chemical potential of
the Cooper pairs is included inf. Inspection of the self-
consistency relation forD reveals thatx=0,p depending on
the boundary conditions. This ansatz simplifies the calcula-
tions considerably. The advanced Green’s function is related
to the retarded throughĝA =−fr̂3ĝ

Rr̂3g†. Because of normal-
ization, the Keldysh Green’s function can be expressed as

ĝK = ĝRĥ− ĥĝA where ĥ is a diagonal distribution function
matrix.

We will now consider a stationary state. A kinetic equa-
tion can be derived from the Usadel equations if we include
Keldysh components. The important quantities are the physi-
cal particle and energy currents(including particles and
holes), which we will denote byj T and j L, respectively, with
the corresponding distribution functions carrying the same
indices,hT andhL.4 The physical spin current is denotedj TS
and the spin energy currentj LS, with distribution functions
hTS andhLS. The spin-resolved distribution functions can be
expressed by the particle distribution function ashTSsLSd=
−ff↑sEd− f↓sEdg /2−s+dff↑s−Ed− f↓s−Edg /2. The current
componentsj T, etc. are spectral quantities, and the total
charge current is given as an integralj chargesr ,td
= ueuN0e−`

` dEj Tsr ,t ,Ed, and the spin current is obtained by a
similar integral of j TS. Energy current is given by
j energysr ,td= ueuN0e−`

` dEEj Lsr ,t ,Ed, and the difference in en-
ergy current carried by opposite spins by a similar integral of
j LS.

The equilibrium solutions for the distribution functions
arehL,0=tanhsbE/2d andhT,0=hLS,0=hTS,0=0. We derive ki-
netic equations and find:

¹ · j L = 0, s4ad

¹ · j T = − 2uDuaTThT, s4bd

¹ · j LS = − S2uDuaTT +
1

tsf
aLSLSDhLS, s4cd

¹ · j TS = −
1

tsf
aTSTShTS. s4dd

The right-hand side terms represent renormalized scattering
because of superconductivity:

aTT = Imfsinhsudg, s5ad

aLSLS = hRefcoshsudgj2 − hImfsinhsudgj2, s5bd

aTSTS= hRefcoshsudgj2 + hRefsinhsudgj2. s5cd

The uDuaTT terms on the right-hand side in Eq.(4) are due to
conversion of quasiparticle current into supercurrent, and the
aLSLS/tsf, aTSTS/tsf terms are due to spin flips. The spin-flip
time in the normal state istsf

−1=8pnsfN0SsS+1duvsfu2/3,
wherensf is the magnetic impurity density,N0 the density of
states at the Fermi level,S the impurity spin quantum num-
ber, andvsf is the Fourier transformed spin-flip impurity po-
tential. We assume isotropic scattering. Our definition oftsf
differs from the usual spin-flip lifetime by a renormalization
factor 4/3. This definition reproduces the diffusion equation
with a spin-flip lengthlsf

sNd=ÎDtsf in the normal state. Thus
there is a difference between the spin-flip lifetime measured
in, e.g., electron spin resonance and spin-flip transport time.

We introduce generalized energy-dependent diffusion co-
efficients

DL = DshRefcoshsudgj2 − hRefsinhsudgj2d, s6ad

DT = DshRefcoshsudgj2 + hImfsinhsudgj2d, s6bd

whereD=tvF
2 /3 is the diffusion constant. The currents can

then be expressed as

j L = − DL ¹ hL + Imhj EjhT, s7ad

j T = − DT ¹ hT + Imhj EjhL , s7bd

j LS = − DT ¹ hLS + Imhj EjhTS, s7cd

j TS = − DL ¹ hTS + Imhj EjhLS, s7dd

where we have defined the spectral supercurrent asj E
=Ds¹x−2eAdsinh2sud. The self-consistency relation is

Dsr d = −
1

2
sgnsD0dN0lE

−`

`

dEsinhsudhL , s8d

where the factor sgnsD0d is determined from the boundary
condition to give the correct sign andl is the interaction
parameter. The complex part of this equation is neglected as
a consequence of charge conservation.8

The functionsu and x are determined by the retarded
components of the Usadel equation. We obtain

¹ · j E = 0, s9d

DS¹2u −
1

2
s¹x − 2eAd2sinhs2udD

= − 2iEsinhsud − 2i coshsuduDu +
3

4

1

tsf
sinhs2ud,

s10d

where Eq.(9) implies that the spectral supercurrent is con-
served. In addition we have the following symmetry condi-
tions, u* s−Ed=−usEd, x* s−Ed=xsEd. Equations (4)–(10)
determine all transport properties of S.
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In general, in a hybrid F/S system, the superconductor
cannot be described as in terms of BCS formulas close to the
F/S interface due to the proximity effect. Nevertheless, to
gain insight into the physics implied by the abovementioned
formulas let us now consider the limit of a homogeneous
BCS superconductor, and selectx=0. This is relevant for the
proposed experiment below. For energiesuEu, uDu, aTT
=D /ÎD2−E2 and the spin-flip renormalization factors are
aTSTS=0, aLSLS=−D2/ sD2−E2d. The generalized diffusion
constantDL =0 while DT=DD2/ sD2−E2d. From Eq.(7a) this
means that there is no energy current carried by quasiparti-
cles with energyuEu, uDu. Gap scattering for quasiparticle
energies below the superconducting gap corresponds to a
transformation of the charge currentsj Td into supercurrent.
Such scattering is not possible for the physical spin current
sj TSd. Consequently, in the absence of spin-flip scattering the
quasiparticle spin current into the superconductor vanishes
for uEu, uDu since DL =0 in Eq. (7d) and aTSTS=0 in the
kinetic Eq. (4d). Note that this result relies on the fact that
there are different effective diffusion coefficients for charge
currentsDTd and for spin currentsDLd. We also observe that
the termaLSLS is negativebelow the gap, acting as a source
of spin energy.

Above the gapsuEu. uDud the factoraTT vanishes while
aLSLS=E2/ sE2−D2d, aTSTS=sE2+D2d / sE2−D2d. For the gen-
eralized diffusion coefficients we find thatDL =D and DT
=DE2/ sE2−D2d. Now consider the kinetic equations in the
BCS case. A charge current carried by quasiparticles with
energy uEu. uDu can propagate into S. For quasiparticles at
uEu. uDu we see that there is no renormalization for the spin-
energy diffusion length in Eq.(4c), whereas the spin diffu-
sion length in Eq.(4d) has an energy dependent renormaliza-
tion factor which diverges for energiesuEu= uDu causing
massive spin-flip scattering.

We will now apply this formalism to study spin diffusion,
and demonstrate the significance of the renormalization of
the spin diffusion length. Experimental studies of spin accu-
mulation and spin injection has recently been performed9 in
metallic spin valves. The spin accumulation in the physically
different inelasticregime for a superconductor in this experi-
mental system has also been calculated theoretically.7 We
will consider the simplified geometry shown in Fig. 1, where
there is no charge transport in the superconductor, and cal-
culate the spin-accumulation signal in theelasticregime. The
F1/N/F2 systems act as a spin battery which is connected via

a tunnel junction to the superconductor. A voltage bias be-
tween F1 and F2 induces a spin accumulation that can flow
into S. The superconducting wire is connected to an S reser-
voir in equilibrium BCS state by a good metallic contact at
distanceLsSd from the N/S interface. On top of the S wire
there is a ferromagnet connected by tunnel barrier which
upon switching of the magnetization direction acts as a de-
tector for the spin signal. Measurement of the relative volt-
age of this electrode between parallel and antiparallel(with
respect to the top F reservoir) magnetization givesDm
=msPd−msAPd which describes the difference between electro-
chemical potential of spin-up and spin-down quasiparticles
located a distanceL from the N/S interface. This quantity
can be calculatedDm=−e−`

` dEPsDdhTSsL ,Ed, wherePsDd is
the spin polarization of the tunnel barrier between S and the
F detector. We assume a homogeneous order parameter and
BCS spectral properties in the S wire since there are tunnel
barriers between the N, F, and S elements and perturbation
from current and spin-flip is weak.

We can express the difference between the spin-up and
spin-down distribution functions in N close to S asDf sNd

; f↑
sNd− f↓

sNd=PsFNdffsE−eV/2d− fsE+eV/2dg, where PsFNd

=sGmaj−Gmind / sGmaj+Gmind is the spin polarization between
the F reservoirs and N,fsE±eV/2d is the Fermi–Dirac dis-
tributions in the F reservoirs andGmajsmind is the conductance
of majority (minority) spin electrons from ferromagnetic res-
ervoir to the middle of N. There is thus no charge current or
supercurrent anywhere in S, however there may be a spin
current. Equation(7d) states that there is no spin-current for
energies below the gap, thus for these energies the N/S in-
terface is effectively insulating. Since the S wire is con-
nected to a reservoir in the other end foruEu,D the spin
distribution function equals the equilibrium valuehTS=0. We
solve the TS kinetic Eq.(4d) for energiesuEu.D. This equa-
tion reduces to a diffusion equation with renormalized spin-
flip length lsf

sSdsEd= lsfÎsE2−D2d / sE2+D2d, wherelsf=ÎDtsf is
the normal state spin-flip length. The boundary condition at
the S reservoir is that the distribution function attains the
equilibrium value, and at the S/N interface we match at each
energy the tunnel spin current to the spin current inside S,
ueuN0j TS. We assume thatLsSd / lsf

sSd@1 which is a relevant
physical situation.

The position and energy dependent solutionhTS is substi-
tuted into the expression for the measured difference in elec-
trochemical potential for parallel and antiparallel configura-
tion, and we obtain

Dm = 2PsDdE
D

`

dEDf sNde−L/lsf
sSd Rsf

sSd

Rsf
sSd + RsId , s11d

where RsIdsEd=1/fuTu2NBCSsEdN0g is the resistance of the
N/S tunnel barrier,uTu is the tunneling matrix element,
NBCSsEd is the BCS density of states,Rsf

sSdsEd= lsf
sSdsEdr /A is

the resistance of the S wire within a spin-flip length andr is
the resistivity of the material in S when in the normal state
sT.Tcd. This result can be understood as follows. The spin-
accumulation close to the tunnel interface is exponentially
attenuated by spin-flip scattering in S. The spin signal is also

FIG. 1. Spin battery connected to a superconductor. The thick
solid line indicates a tunnel barrier.
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decreased by the tunnel resistance, and since spin current is
strongly suppressed for energiesuEu,D only quasiparticles
with energies higher than the gap contribute. The effective
total resistance is a series of the tunnel interface resistance
with the resistance of S within one spin-flip length.

We will now consider some simplified limits for the quan-
tity Dm defined above. In the normal state whereD→0 we
find that Dm /eV=2PsDdPsFNdRsf

sSd exps−L / lsfd / sRsf
sSd+RsIdd

whereRsf
sSd and RsId assume their normal state(energy inde-

pendent) values. AtkBT!D the signal measured byDm van-
ishes when the bias is lower than the energy gapeV,D
since spin current is suppressed for quasiparticles below the
gap. For higher bias,eV.D, and at zero temperature when
the bulk resistance dominates,Rsf

sSd@RsId, an approximate so-
lution is Dm=2PsDdPsFNdDe−L/lsfhe−Lr2/2lsf/ r −e−L/2lsf

+ÎpL /2lsfserffrÎL /2lsfg−erffÎL /2lsfgdj, wherer =2D /eV. In
this case the relation between the energy gap and the bias
determines the magnitude of the spin signal, and the expo-
nential decrease of the signal.

The temperature dependence ofDm in the general case is
given by a decrease from a constant value aboveTc as the
temperature approaches zero. An example of this behavior is
shown in Fig. 2. Here we have used the approximate tem-
perature dependenceD=1.76Tc tanhs1.74ÎTc/T−1d. Our cal-
culations show that the spin signal decreases due to super-
conducting correlations. For a large energy gap the spin
accumulation vanishes completely at low temperatures.
These effects can be explained by suppressed subgap spin
current and massive spin-flip at energies close to the gap
because of the superconducting correlations.

In conclusion, we have presented a formalism to describe
elastic spin transport in superconductors with spin-flip scat-

tering. We find different effective diffusion coefficients for
charge- and spin-current. The spin-flip length is renormalized
in the superconducting case, and at energies close to the gap
there is massive spin-flip. As an illustration we compute the
difference in electrochemical potential due to spin-
accumulation in an experiment sensitive to the renormaliza-
tion of spin-flip length.
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